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ABOUT US
“We endorse an open-minded approach that complements a 

special vision on Lighting”

Spotlight International   

Spotlight is a lighting boutique and a design company for a range 

of the industry’s top innovators on today’s market. Seven years in 

the lighting business empowered us with the knowhow in providing 

excellent products and services, and assisting design professionals 

with their technical lighting projects.

The company is a collaboration with leading, specialized 

international lighting brands as well as lighting studios, architectural 

studios, interior designers and engineers who conceive light as an 

essential part of a whole.

A multidisciplinary team of engineers, lighting designers and 

entrepreneurs combine creativity, technical knowledge and cul-

ture diversity, and endorse a vision of lighting in architecture that is 

centered around quality, durability and efficiency. Through constant 

learning from the projects they take on, they have addressed the 

most challenging situations successfully.
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“Lighting brings concepts, projects and ideas to life”

Spotlight International

We start by understanding and interpreting a project’s unique 

characteristics, and identifying its requirements and challenges. 

We then add our experience, technical knowledge and touch 

to create value by proposing the optimal solution for a specific 

space and use, while offering top of the line optical quality, 

energy efficiency and simple lighting control.

We care that artificial lighting enhances architecture and spaces, 

ensuring that the people who live in a space or use it enjoy the 

light fully.

To see beauty is to see light.

Victor Hugo 

John Cullen
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Mission
To exhibit avant-garde products in terms of design and 

technology, as well as skillful customer service reflecting 

the reliable go-to partner for their projects.

Values
Innovation, technical excellence and versatility, 

governed by a special feel for architecture and 

durability.

Vision
To relentlessly seek state of the art lighting solutions that 

offer creative, innovative and efficient proposals for interior 

and exterior illumination lighting.
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We believe that the old school architectural styling and modern technology creation make the best outcome in 

our projects.

By Moolight our lighting design department believe that sketching by hand is the first step we do to combine our 

clients needs and our expertise together.

Using our newest and latest versions of platforms, programs and rendering, we bring the client’s imagination and 

vision to eye vision reality.

By Moonlight is a lighting design department in Spotlight International that has a team of interior architects and 

engineers who crafts and design the lighting for your space.

By Moonlight Shadow
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The features of materials that are significant in expressing 

design techniques are the properties of their composition like 

structure, weight, durability; the way they are used in structure.

Their assets may be spoken and read by the action of the 

surface, and their use may be expressed by emphasis on the 

scopes and joining of the building units into which they are 

shaped.

This department helps your vision, ideas and needs come to 

reality. We believe that no matter how well designed the space 

is, nothing shows and reflects each detail without the help of 

lighting.

We design the lighting based on the client’s needs and comfort 

and implement our expertise and ideas. Lively and advanced 

concepts often lead to unusual design, means, and skills that 

go far beyond the regular.

Design Techniqes
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Our Brands

Flos (Italy/Nigeria)

Linea Light (Italy/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Macrolux (Italy/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Luz Negra (Spain/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Electron (Greece/Nigeria-Lebanon) 

Jiso (Spain/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Airfal (Spain/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Disano (Italy/Nigeria-Lebanon)

John Cullen (United Kingdom/Nigeria-

Lebanon)

Molto Luce  (Austria/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Planlicht (Austria/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Uni Luce (Italy) /Nigeria-Lebanon

iGuzzini (Italy/Nigeria)

Simes (Italy/Nigeria)

PUK (Italy/Nigeria) 

Ares (Italy/Nigeria)

Daisalux (Spain/Nigeria-Lebanon)

One Light (Cyprus/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Petridis (Greece/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Awex (Poland/Nigeria)

Ewo (Italy/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Avolux (Turkey/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Side (Italy/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Reggiani (Italy/Nigeria-Lebanon)
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Flos (Italy/Nigeria)

CTO Lighting (United Kingdom/Nigeria)

Brokis (Czech Republic/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Castro Light (Canada/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Ilfari (The Netherlands/Nigeria-Lebanon) 

Studio Italia (Italy/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Terzani (Italy/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Preciosa (Czech Republic/Nigeria-Lebanon

Bocci (Canada/Nigeria)

IL Pezzo Mancante (Italy/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Occhio (Italy/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Slamp (Italy/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Brand Van Egmond (The Netherlands/

Nigeria-Lebanon)

Kaia (London/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Prandina (Italy/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Antonangeli (Canada/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Sergio Marchetti (Italy/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Luceplan (Italy/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Vistosi (Italy/Nigeria-Lebanon)

Lepanto (Switzerland/Nigeria-Lebanon)
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Decorative and Architectural Lighting
OCCHIO
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FLOS
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ILFARI
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JOHN CULLEN
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BROKIS
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IL PEZZO MANCANTE
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BRAND VAN EGMOND
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BOCCI
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MACROLUX
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SLAMP
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PLANLICHT
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UNILUCE
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LUZ NEGRA
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EWO
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Executed Projects
EKO PEARL TOWERS
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PROJECT GLORY
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TEMPLE PROJECT
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CC 2490 PROJECT (On Going Project)
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GT BANK NIGERIA
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SAINT CHARBEL CHURCH

Design Projects
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TOM HAWKSWORTH APARTMENT
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PIER PLACE PROJECT



Our Company

Antelias Lebanon, Antelias 791 blgd, 2nd floor 
Lagos Nigeria, Victoria Island, Amodu Ojikutu , No 16, Lindev Plaza 

Lebanon:  M +961 71996655      T + 961 1 566226/227  
Nigeria:  M +234 8 112112112
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www.aiconintl.com www.do-solutions.me

Stemming from its deep belief in the emerging market, AICON 

International was born to redefine the conventional distribution 

channels, by offering turnkey solutions, fully responsive to local 

market needs, and is set to enable organizations to steadily grow 

their businesses.

We understand the intricacies of the market we are in and we 

recognize the speed at which the technology and solutions 

landscape is developing. Thus, we are constantly evolving internally 

and with our partners and vendors, to ensure we constantly provide 

our clients with solid distribution platforms and assist them every 

step of the way.

We are providing them with faster access to new and emerging 

technologies with additional benefits of competitive differentiation, 

growth and margin retention. AICON International’s entrepreneurial 

leadership has enabled a consistent quality driven framework, an 

operational infrastructure that is smart and responsive, a knowledge 

base that is continuously relevant and up-to-date, and a dedication to 

perfection in every step of the process. 

Aicon provides many facilities like Fire Detection, Access Control, 

Video Surveillance, Video Management Software, Public 

Address with Voice Evacuation, Videophone, Intrusion, IP Telephony, 

SMATV, and Parking management and parking guidance system.

From our initial consultation and design to the installation and 

after-sales support of your home’s smart systems, we are committed 

to offer the most personalized Smart System integration.

We guarantee your satisfaction every step of the way by creating 

customized systems solutions based on your daily living habits and 

comfort.

We offer our services throughout the Middle East region partnering 

with multiple world-renown manufacturers to present the best 

solutions and state-of-the-art smart systems in combination with 

top-notch design oriented devices, touch screens keypads, making 

the Home automation system, not only a technical solution but a 

design key feature as well.

Our expertise and experience offer our clients many services as 

Home Automation, Videophone System, Wiring Devices, Interactive 

Boards, Wiring Management Systems, BMS and Billboard 

Interactive Screens.
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